
Name___________________________________________________ Date ___________________

	 	 	 	 	 Is	Earth	in	Danger?	

On February 15, a 140,000-ton ___________________________ passed close to the Earth 

(17,000 miles away). ___________________________ had known about this asteroid for 

about a year. They gave it the ___________________________ Asteroid 2012 DA14.  They 

___________________________ the exact day and the exact time it would pass by Earth.

On that same day, a meteor 55 feet across, weighing 10,000 ___________________________, 

crashed through the Earth’s atmosphere above Chelyabinsk in Russia. It was going 40,000 miles per 

___________________________. Scientists did NOT ___________________________ that one was 

coming!

The surprise meteor burned and ___________________________ into many pieces. The bright 

___________________________ from the explosion lit up the early morning sky. The force of the 

explosion was ___________________________ than 30 atomic bombs. .  

	 	 	 	 	 	
WORD	BANK

greater  exploded  light  asteroid  scientists 

know    name   tons  hour   predicted
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	 	 	 	 	 	 WORD	BANK
less  accountant   library  taxpayers  refund 

program returns   easiest  April   owe 
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

Paying	Taxes-Part	2

During February, March, or early ___________________________ each year, Americans prepare 

their income tax returns. ___________________________ give the government information about the 

money they earned in 2012. They calculate the tax they ___________________________. They pay 

the tax or they ask for a ___________________________. 

 Many Americans get help when they prepare their tax ___________________________. They use a 

computer ___________________________ or a tax service to help them. They may use the services at 

IRS.gov. They may be able to get help from a volunteer at a public ___________________________. 

Business owners usually have an ___________________________ to help them with their taxes.

There are three forms for an income-tax return. Form 1040 EZ is the 

___________________________. It’s for taxpayers who earned less than $100,000 from wages, salary 

or tips. They had ___________________________ than $1,500 in interest. They have no dependents. 



Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

April	19,	1775

The British Colonies

In 1760, one and a half million people lived in the 13 British colonies in _______________________ 

America. The colonists had a lot of ___________________________. The citizens in each 

colony ___________________________ their own lawmakers. They passed their own 

___________________________ and they voted for the taxes they needed. However, the British King 

chose the ___________________________ of each colony.

The new taxes and laws

Great Britain needed ___________________________ to pay for a war it had fought with France. 

In 1764 and 1765, the British ___________________________ voted to tax the sugar, coffee, wine, 

and other goods that came into the American ___________________________. Parliament taxed 

newspapers, contracts, and all printed ___________________________. This was the first time that 

Americans had to pay taxes to Britain. Americans ___________________________ like it.

	 	 	 	 	 	
WORD	BANK

governor  North   elected  didn’t  freedom 

laws   money  Parliament  colonies paper
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Your	Health:	Obesity	Part	2

 Many people try hard to become ___________________________. However, being thin is 

not the best ___________________________. Many people are thin but are tired and have no 

___________________________. 

Better goals are to eat well, to get to, and stay at, your optimal ___________________________. Aim 

to have ___________________________ energy, better looks, improved health, and a longer life. I 

think people should aim to be as lean, firm, and robust as they can be.  

Our intelligent cells

The adipocyte (fat cell) is not just a dumb glob of ___________________________. 

It is an ___________________________ cell. It breathes, it senses the nature of the 

___________________________ around it, and it responds. 

The adipocyte knows how many healthy fatty acids it ___________________________ to store. It 

knows how many unwanted fats it must ___________________________.

	 	 	 	 	 	
WORD	BANK

fat   release  needs  thin  weight  

molecules  energy  intelligent  more  goal
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

Ask	a	Speech	Coach:	the	/r/	Sound

 ___________________________ speakers of English have a variety of problems with the 

English /r/ sound. This ___________________________ is ruled by the tongue. To make the standard 

English /r/ sound at the beginning of a word: The back of your ___________________________ 

should hug the inside of the upper back ___________________________. The tip of the tongue curls 

upward. Feel a vibration in the ___________________________ as you say radio, run, repeat. 

Chinese have a problem because this sound doesn’t ___________________________ in Chinese. 

They might say light for ___________________________. 

Spanish, ___________________________, Portuguese, Czech, Hungarian, and Tagalog have a 

different problem with the /r/ sound. The /r/ in their ___________________________ languages is 

“rolled.” That is, the tip of the tongue flaps the top of the mouth when they say right. It can sound 

___________________________ a /d/.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	
WORD	BANK

teeth  tongue  exist   right   new  

sound throat    native  Italian  like
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

At	the	Movies:	Les	Miserables	

 This musical tells the story of the classic ___________________________, Les Miserables [lay 

miz RAH bleh], by Victor Hugo. It takes place in ___________________________ from 1815 to 1832. 

The movie has won many ___________________________, including best musical. It is rated PG-13. 

That means there are scenes that parents would not want for __________________________ under 13.   

 It begins when Jean val Jean [ZHAHN val ZHAHN], is freed after 20 years in 

___________________________. (His crime was stealing a loaf of ___________________________.) 

However, no one will hire an ex-convict. He is hungry, tired, and dirty. He 

___________________________ again. Then a ___________________________ invites him in to 

share supper and a warm bed. 

At night, Jean val Jean steals the silver from the priest’s home. The ___________________________ 

catch him, and bring him back. ___________________________, the priest lies, and says that he had 

given the silver to Jean val Jean. He tells val Jean to take the silver and use it to become an honest man.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 WORD	BANK
bread   silver   awards  novel  France  

however  children  prison  steals police 
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

April	2013:	Which	Word	Does	Not	Belong?

Three words in each row go together. One word does not belong with them. Draw a circle 
around the word that does not belong. Be able to explain your reasons.

 A    B    C   D

1.  asteroid   planet   Solar System  meteoroid

2.  Earth   moon    Jupiter   Mars

3. telescope  ATLAS   NASA   PanSTARRS

4. NEOs   PHAs    IRS    killer asteroids

5. impact   collision   crash    orbit

6. Form 1040  tax table   Schedule A   refund

7. expenses   wages   tips    pension

8. money order  audit    check    credit card

9. representatives  Parliament   Congress   taxation

10. boycott   incident   petition   protest

11. mob   group    crowd   colonists

12. toxin   industrial solvent  adipocyte   contaminant 
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